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Heath and threatened it with a 300mm 
lens, but a kind hearted Game Warden 
hurtied to its aid and inquired my name 
and address. 

'Who's your photographer? I hope 
he's good' said Paul Haussauer, head 
of the new Clan Motor Co, when I 
enquired about borrowing a Clan 
Crusader for test. My heart sank, and I 
wondered how I could break it to him 
that it was photographer J. Britten's 
first-ever professional assignment. I 
parried the question by asking why this 
was so important to him. It seemed that 
the Clan is one of those cars that looks 
good in the flesh, but can be crucified 
by an unsympathetic call)era. The 
problem is really one of scale. There is a 
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danger that you try a small 
car have grown-up styling by designing, 
in the first instance, a large car and then 
building, say, an 85% scale model, some 
fatal error will creep into the scaling 
down (like retaining full-size Lucas 
headlamps) that will make the 
ambitious design into a grotesque 
distortion. The guileless fellow who 
doesn't mind his pony-car design 
looking like a pony-car, often finishes 
up the more succesful. John Frayling, 
.who styled the Crusader, has certainly 
gone for the full gran turismo look, 
dismayed not at all by a wheelbase no 
longer than the Hillman Imp on whose 
mechanical parts the car is based (but 
with uprated engine ex th Stiletto). He 
has been, I'd say, 99% successful, an 
achievement not equalled by any other 
small sports car design except, perhaps, 
the now discontinued Unipower GT. 

The odd one percent is made up of 
two halves, both forced on Clan by the 
Road Traffic Acts. The number plates 
are of course British Standard Large 
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(wonder how long you could get away 
with scooter size digits) and the head
lamps protrude out of the front wings 
to bring them the regulation whatever
it~is inches from ground level. Cleverlv. 
however, the headlamps have body 
-coloured rims (a nice toffee colour on 
the car tested) and so are pretty 
inconspicuous. Pressed aluminium 
silver-on-black plates, the sort without a 
contrasting polished outline, might suit 
the car better. If you think I'm 
quibbling, try covering the number 
plate on one of the photographs with 
your finger and see how the car grows! 

Like the late Mini-Marcos the Clan 
has a one-piece glassfibre monocoque 
body-chassis unit with hardly any metal 
reinforcement, but there the 
comparison ends. The Marcos was 
cheap and cheerful, and looked it; the 
Crusader has some of the finest quality 
glassfibre mouldings seen on any car 
regardless of price. They reckon'in the 
glassfibre car trade that if you can make 
good doors you can ma~e anything. The 
difficulty is to make the inner and outer 
door shells as a really accurate match to 
each other and to the door opening in 
the body side, and then to bond them 
together without introducing any alien 
twist, at the same time locating "the 
window channels in the right place for 
the glass to wind up and down with 
velvet smoothness. Well the Clan people 

really have succeeded here, the doors 
are rigid, close at a touch, fit nicely and 
are trimmed with rigid aluminium 
window frames with a smooth brushed 
finish. The outer door panels, and some 
of the other body panels, are almost 
perfectly flat in sympathy with the 
rectilinear styling, whereas it has often 
been said that fibreglass should be used 
with generous double-curvature to give 
it eggshell-like rigidity. But there is 
absolutely no drumming or flexing of 
the panels, and virtually no ripples are 
visible. The Clan people have some new 
techniques in glassfibre moulding, and 
are unusual in 'heat-curing all their 
panels. This probably accounts for. the 
absence of ripples and also for the fact 
that the interior of the car does not, for 
once, reek of noxious resins! The 
underside is so smooth you could drive 
over all the arrestor-wires on an aircraft 
carrier without getting hung up, the 
seats being fixed not to the floor but to 
the rigid steel bridge pieces which run 
across the car from the sills to the centre 
tunnel which houses the gearshift 
linkage. 

You need a certain fundamental 
jack-knifing procedure to get a 6ft man 
into a 3ft car and, bearing this in mind 
the Crusader is actually very easy to get 
in and out of. The driving position is 
especially nice, the feet find the right 
pedals without being told, and the left 
hand finds the journey from steering 
wheel rim to gear-lever knob and back 
again a brief and pleasant one. A huge 
range of seat travel is provided, enough 
for the longest legs, but headroom will 
be restricted for anyone over 6ft. "The 
seats are broad, well-shaped and softly 
upholstered, except for a hard front 
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edge which you begin to feel with the 
legs at full stretch. There's another 
hardish edge which the left leg finds 
when in search of a resting place 
alongside the clutch pedal. Behind the 
seats is a large but awkwardly shaped 
area suitable for soft luggage, dogs c1r 
perhaps an especially relaxed human 
being. The doors are lined with long, 
shallow pockets and there is a 
conveniently shaped cubbyhole in the 
dashboard. This would not be large 
enough to pass the 'Will it take the 
Editor's Rolleiflex ' test that they use in 
Mutter Spurt, but then the Crusader is 
more of a 35mm car anyway. 

In spite of its small size and 875cc 
engine, the Crusader has big-league 
pretentions in its styling and its price, so 
we'll judge the way it goes by 
appropriately high- standards. As first 
gear is selected and the car driven away 
it immedfately feels smoothly willing to 
run up to high revs and high speeds. All 
the controls are light and precise, the 
accelerator amazingly so considering it 
actuates yards and yards of cable 
leading to the twin rear Strombergs 
(twice as many return springs) . 
Gearshift is of course stock Chrysler
Linwood, but it seems to feel much 
better, possibly because with the 
gearknob almost up to shoulder level 
one exerts a much more comfortable 
leverage. The clutch is light, progressive 
and (except in reverse), judder-free. 
Steering is light, smooth and precise; 
hardly any friction damping is needed 
as there is no kick-back on normal 
roads. 

The Crusader's rear engine means 
that an inevitable 60% of its weight is on 
the rear wheels, and since these carry 
the same size tyres as the front some 
kind of oversteer characteristic is bound 
to emerge at some time. The car 
designer has two choices in this case. He 
can still tune the suspension to make 
the car understeer, but in the 
knowledge that one day, in extreme 
conditions, when the chips are down 
and every trick of camber, roll-couple 
transfer, tyre pressure etc has done its 
best and failed, that car will oversteer. 
The other choice, perhaps the wiser 
one, is to allow the car its head and give 
it a mild, uncomplicated, progressive 
oversteer right from the word go, and 
that is what they have done at Clan 
Motor Co. This makes for beautifully 
responsive handling, the soft but well 
damped suspension allowing quite a lot 
of roll, this helping to give good 'seat of 
pants' handling feel. The limit of 
adhesion on Goodyear G800s isso high 
that there is no real likelihood of 
achieving that orgasm of oversteer, the 
spin. 

Although roll is quite moderate at 
everyday fast-cornering speeds, the long 
suspension travel permits so much 
movement at violent sideways g-forces 
that a little wheel-arch rubbing at the 
front and an unidentified noise vaguely 
reminiscent of UJ's at their last gasp 
from the rear of the car set a practical 
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upper limit to cornering speeds-speeds 
at wh ich your average British Leyland 
sports car would long since have 
finished up in the ditch. Clan have 
thrown out the original I mp springs and 
dampers, the difference, more notice
able at the front where, instead of being 
the typical rear-engined car's hard, 
bouncy front end, we have really 
excellent bump-absorbing qualities. 
Over rough going the ride remains good 
and the rigid monocoque neither shakes 
nor rattles, but there are some audible 
thumps from the rear suspension. 
Oddly enough there is a slight vertical 
shake that you get at med iu m speeds on 
some fairly smooth roads. This seems to 
involve the seats and the dashboard 
more than the other parts of the car, 
and may in any case be peculiar to the 
car tested which was the No. 2 Crusaper 
off the line and was known to have had 
a brief but arduous life. Possibly a 
balance weight had come off one of the 
wheels. The remarkable thing about this 
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car (which was being used by the 
company chairman-always a good 
sign) is that although it had done some 
thousands of miles with no attention, it 
was totally fault-free with the 
exception of a couple items in the 
Chrysler/Joe Lucas departments. 

So you're thinking of spending 
£1000 plus on a sports car, with the 
intention of moving out of the Midget/ 
Spitfire/Ginetta G 15/Stiletto class and 
getting yourself a real man's car. You 
quite like the idea of a sub-1000cc 
engine for petrol and insurance 
economies, providing that the perform
ance isO.K. 

How does the Crusader measure up? 
Is it in the big-league? Well, it certainly 
looks nice outside your front door. A 
hint of mechanical sophistication 
lurking under the black leather-grain 
ABS engine cover. In the driving seat we 
feel quite uncramped, and surrounded 
by good qu_al ity black upholstery and 

carpeting. One big-car feature we're 
glad to be without is a long humpy 
bonnet; the deep Sundym screen gives 
an excellent feeling of control. Under it 
are the regulation two large and four 
small black-rimmed dials plus some 
discreet warning lights in a firmly 
padded black console with hand
stitched surround. You will spend many 
motoring hours looking at this, and it's 
a very pleasant aspect. The leather-rim 
steering wheel with unusual inverted-V 
spokes looks good and feels just right. 

On the road we do have one small 
problem. The performance is there all 
right, no fuss, little wind noise or road 
noise. The power unit is quiet as well, 
but what you can hear of it sounds just 
like your Aunty's shopping Imp. If 
you've never been in an Imp then there 
is nothing to worry about, just the 
sound of a well-bred all-alloy overhead 
camshaft power unit. If you have then 
there is a certain association of' ideas 
that has to be overcome before you tan 
really accept the car as a GT in its own 
right. You must also forget the meagre 
875cc and console yourself with 
thoughts of 90bhp/ton, top speed over 
100mph, and a frugal appetite at the 
petrol pumps. The only thing that 
might take a bit of getting used to is the 
aforementioned , softish front suspen
sion, due to the short wheelbase, only 
a few inches in front of the base of the 
windscreen, so that when you 
accelerate hard you really notice the 
nose come up more like a speedboat 
that a car. I found this effect rather 
pleasing-it's a matter of opinion. So 
will the Clan Crusader succeed where 
the Unipower, the Ogle Mini, the TVR 
Tina and other honourable failures fell 
by the wayside? I certainly hope so, but 
only time will tell.D 

MAKE: Clan 
MODEL: Crusader 
MANUFACTURED BY: Clan Motor 
Co Ltd, Crowther 3, Washington, Co 
Durham 
PRICE: Tax paid £1399.37 
Component form £ 1125.00 
STANDARD EQUIPMENT: Sundym 
glass. Leather steering wheel. Radial ply 
tyres. Power assisted brakes. Heater. 
Screenwash. Ashtray. Cigar lighter. Full 
flow ventilation. Alternator. 
EXTRAS ON TESTCAR: Sunroof£30 
+ PT. 5J alloy wheels £40 + PT. 
SPEEDS INGEARS:.1st 27mph, 2nd 
49mph, 3rd 77mph, Top 102mph. 
ACCELERATION: 
0-50mph 9.1 sec 
0-60mph12.5 sec 
0-70mph 17.1 sec standing start 
FUEL CONSUMPTION: 37 mpg ' at 
70mph. 
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